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Views of the tree-lined Yarra River lap 
at the heels of Green Sheep Collective’s 

three-level rammed earth prodigy
Wo r d s lo u i S e  S m i t h e R S   

P h o t o g r a P h y  e m m a  C R o S S

rammeD

glam
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t
he Goldilocks effect underpins the success 
of this ivanhoe east home in that the scale, 
materiality and design details sit just right 
on the sloping site and provide just enough 

for the family of four who own the property.
“it was important the home achieve a fine 

balance between the very large houses in the area, 
and the idea of more humble, liveable and engaging 
spaces,” says Shae Parker mcCashen, director of 
Green Sheep Collective. “this building could not 
be big for big’s sake. every space had to work hard 
within its purpose and within its context.” 

thick, rammed earth walls ground the house and 
reveal the framework’s numerous lines and plugs. 
Boasting unique natural beauty and texture, the 
appearance of the 400mm walls changes as the sun 
makes its daily pilgrimage from east to west across 
the sky. as well as its robust nature and ability to 
create privacy, the rammed earth also warms the 
house with its significant thermal mass.

Practical and picturesque, the walls create 
and define the two east-west pavilions, which are 



dEtaILs
hoUsE Boulevard house

LoCatIoN ivanhoe east, ViC
INItIaL BUdgEt $1,800,000

FINaL Cost $2,500,000
datE CoMMENCEd may 2015

datE CoMPLEtEd october 2016

“thiS BuildinG 
Could not Be BiG 
foR BiG’S Sake. eVeRY 
SPaCe had to woRk 
haRd within itS 
PuRPoSe and within 
itS Context” – Shae 
PaRkeR mCCaShen
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connected by a central core and use passive solar 
design principles to allow all rooms in the house to 
take advantage of north sun and cross ventilation. 

Steel window surrounds intersect the walls to 
create deep window reveals that form window 
seats and benches, which cantilever outside the 
building and frame views towards the city. “deep 
window reveals create playful spaces to sit and 
unwind, to engage with the architecture and its 
materiality, prepare a meal or sit and enjoy the 
garden,” Shae adds.

the substantial three-level home is highly 
responsive to its climate, orientation, slope, view 
and neighbourhood context. three bedrooms, 
a mezzanine play area and shared bathroom are 
perched on the upper level, while the middle 
(ground) floor houses the guest bedrooms, study 
and third bathroom along with the primary living 
spaces and external deck, leading to a 25m lap 
pool and considered landscaping. a storage area 
and laundry join the showroom-style garage and 
workshop at basement level.

the design utilises every inch of the site, with the 
building stretching into adjacent spaces to increase 
energy efficiency and occupant satisfaction. the 
footings are even used to create hidden rooms for 
storage beneath the pool. 

timber makes a prominent impression inside, 
where the material was used to cover the walls, 
floors and ceilings to subdue the atmosphere 
and offer a sense of cosiness. “externally, timber 
features strongly to humanise the building while 
contributing to its reduced carbon footprint,” Shae 
says. “the timber fins on the front facade define the 
two levels of the building, temper light and heat, 
and provide privacy while helping to ground the 
building and separate it from the street.”

the home connects communal and intimate 
spaces using double- and triple-height voids, split 
levels, private courtyards and linking bridges. for 
example, a double height in the kitchen and dining 
area connects the open mezzanine play area, 
connecting the zones but ensuring their separation 
at the same time.

Capturing the northern aspect of the site made 
it easier to implement natural lighting, heating and 
cooling. “as this home is located on a steep site, with 
views to the golf course and city beyond, the aim is 
to create a grounded sense, but to simultaneously 
reduce its apparent scale,” Shae says. “it’s designed 
to be light, open to the garden and give an 
expansive sense of space, but at the same time 
convey a number of potentially conflicting ‘moods’ 
— bold yet nurturing, open yet private, connected 
yet defined.”

Protective and approachable, Boulevard house 
is an exemplar of passive solar design that was built 
to last and destined to satisfy. 

“the timBeR finS on the fRont 
faCade define the two leVelS of 
the BuildinG, temPeR liGht and 
heat, and PRoVide PRiVaCY while 
alSo helPinG to GRound the 
BuildinG and SePaRate it fRom the 
StReet” – Shae PaRkeR mCCaShen

WE LovE
the CouRSed aShlaR 
BlueStone CladdinG with 
BandinG that ReduCeS 
the SCale of the BuildinG
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ProJECt tEaM
arChItECt (LEad) Green Sheep Collective, 
greensheepcollective.com.au
arChItECt (CoLLaBoratINg) & BUILdEr  
elyte focus, elytefocus.com.au

structural tEaM
Structural engineer Z.S. Consulting
Rammed earth contractor earth Structures Group

FIXturEs & FIttINGs 
Silvertop ash timber cladding Radial timber Sales
Aluminium windows awS thermalheaRt 
Spotted gum floors hurford hardwood
Tanami Render on 100mm foam unitex Render
Pool cover Sunbather
Timber windows elite windows & doors 
Bluestone cladding de fazio
Ceiling fans Big ass haiku

sErVIcEs
Pool contractor aquarius Pools
Electrical mSe
Air conditioning fine edge air Conditioning
Hydronic heating foster hydronic
Rainwater tanks waterplex
Pool heating Sunbather
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